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Observations in compression tests of articular cartilage have
vealed unequal load increments for compression and releas
the same amplitude applied to a disk with an identical previou
imposed compression (in equilibrium). The mechanism of
asymmetric transient response is investigated here using a no
ear fibril-reinforced model. It is found that the asymmetry is p
dominantly produced by the fibril stiffening with its tensile stra
In addition, allowing the hydraulic permeability to decrease s
nificantly with compressive dilatation of cartilage increases t
transient fibril strain, resulting in a stronger asymmetry. Larg
deformation also enhances the asymmetry as a consequen
stronger fibril stiffening. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1388295#
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1 Introduction
Mechanical behavior of articular cartilage is a consequenc

its collagen fibrillar network entrapping a proteoglycan domin
matrix swollen by a fluid carrying a variety of mobile ions. Th
fibril reinforced models@1–3# distinguish the two major solid
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components~fibrillar and nonfibrillar! and thus bear certain ad
vantages to describe the mechanical properties of cartilage
equately. In these models, articular cartilage is considered
fluid-saturated nonfibrillar matrix~proteoglycans! reinforced by a
third phase, the fibrillar matrix~collagen!, which supports tensile
stress only. Such models have been known to be able to acc
for the strong stress relaxation in unconfined compression, wh
was hard to explain by the biphasic model@4–6#. The nonlinear
fibril reinforced poroelastic models@1,2# could further simulate
the compression-offset dependent stiffening of the transient
sponse. Among the three nonlinear factors considered, i.e.,
effect of finite deformation, the dependence of permeability
dilatation, and the fibril stiffening with its tensile strain, it ha
been found that the fibril nonlinearity is the most essential fac
to describe cartilage nonlinear mechanical behavior for the ca
considered@1#. This feature is further investigated in the curre
work where the compression/release behavior of articular ca
lage is explored.

In relaxation tests with confined or unconfined compression
ometry, the maximum load transient~load increment at transient
with respect to equilibrium! measured for a further compressio
was ~much! larger than that for the release of the same displa
ment increment~5–15 mm!, with both starting from an identica
previously imposed compression~in equilibrium! @7,8#. Further-
more, the difference in the load transients between compres
and release increased with the compression/release ampli
Doubling the compression amplitude could approximately dou
the load transient~phases i versus ii of Fig. 1!, but doubling the
release amplitude resulted in a load transient far less than b
doubled~phases a versus b!. This experimentally observed non
linear behavior of articular cartilage was referred to as the as
metry of the transient response in compression versus release
goal of the current study is to investigate the mechanism of
compression/release asymmetry of articular cartilage in unc
fined geometry theoretically.

2 Method
Consider a cartilage disk with thicknessh and radiusR. The

nonlinear fibril-reinforced poroelastic model@1# is employed to
explore the mechanical response of the disk in unconfined c
pression; both the solid skeleton and fluid are assumed to be
compressible. The nonfibrillar matrix of cartilage is defined by t
Young’s modulusEm and Poisson’s rationm . The fibrillar matrix
is described by the strain-dependent Young’s modulus

Ef5H Ef
«« f1Ef

0, if « f>0

0, if « f,0
(1)

where« f is the fibril strain; andEf
« andEf

0 are positive constants
The permeability varies exponentially with the dilatation of t
material« @9#

k5k0 exp~M«! (2)

wherek0 is the initial permeability andM is a positive constant.
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Fig. 1 Load variations for the test versus model, being normalized by the value at tÄ0 „with 100 mm compression …. The inset
shows the sequence of ramp compression Õrelaxation and release Õrelaxation steps considered; every ramp is applied in 5 seconds.
A 100 mm compression has been previously applied and equilibrium has been reached before tÄ0. The further compression „or
loading … phases i, ii and iii and the release „or unloading … phases a, b, and c are of interest in the present study „solid lines in the
inset, shaded in the load-time variation …; they have the same reference compression magnitude, i.e., start loading Õunloading from
100 mm compression. The load determined by the model always returns to the reference value „fine dotted horizontal line … at the
reference compression magnitude, while there is a small downshift for the experimental data „possibly indicating property change
with time in a room temperature …. The material parameters adopted are: EmÄ0.26 MPa, v mÄ0.42, Ef

«Ä3000, Ef
0Ä3 MPa, k 0Ä1.5

Ã10À3 mm4ÕNs, MÄ0, and the initial void ratio 3.6.
the
um
sent
nd
Fig. 2 Radial strains at rÄ7Õ15R, showing the effect of the
fibril stiffening with its strain. For both cases, EfÄ0 when « f
Ë0. When the fibril stiffening is considered, it is the case
shown in Fig. 1. When the fibril stiffening is neglected, the con-
stant Ef is taken to be 8 MPa „i.e., Ef

«Ä0, Ef
0Ä8… so that the

radial strain at tÄ0„4.24‰… is close to that of the compared
case „3.89‰…; the permeability k 0Ä2.2Ã10À3 mm4ÕNs, while
other parameters are the same as for the compared case. For
convenience of comparison, the strains are normalized respec-
tively by the corresponding values at tÄ0. The markers ‘‘ Ã’’
identify the curve tips of the shorter peaks.
520 Õ Vol. 123, OCTOBER 2001
The problem is axisymmetric and solutions are found using
commercial finite element code ABAQUS. Poroelastic continu
elements and elastic spring elements are employed to repre
the nonfibrillar and fibrillar matrices respectively. The mesh a
the boundary conditions were presented in Li et al.@1#.

Fig. 3 Pore pressure or compressive axial stress of the non-
fibrillar matrix at rÄ7Õ15R for the same cases demonstrated in
Fig. 2. The variation of the axial stress for the case of no fibril
stiffening „not shown … is even smaller than for the case of fibril
stiffening. „The sum of the pore pressure and the axial stress
makes the total stress. …
Transactions of the ASME
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In the unconfined test, a total of 100mm compression was
applied to a cartilage disk (h51.2 mm,R51.5 mm) in 10 equal
compression/relaxation steps~to equilibrium!. A sequence of
compression/relaxation and release/relaxation steps was the
plied as shown in the inset of Fig. 1~5, 10, or 15mm displacement
increment was applied in 5 seconds in each step; time is w
reference to the end of the 10-step compression!. Every step was
allowed 600 seconds for full relaxation. However, for clarity
presentation, only a period of 150 seconds in each step is sh

3 Results
For the same increment of displacement imposed on the

with 100 mm pre-compression, release produces a smaller l
transient than further compression~Fig. 1, the phases i versus a,
versus b, and iii versus c!. In fact, the larger the displacemen
increment, the larger the difference is between the compres
and release load transients. The model predicts the most sa
trends of the test data. Since no strong dependence of permea
on dilatation is observed for the test, the permeability is taken
be constant in this case.

In order to appreciate the mechanism of the asymmetry,
radial strain and pore pressure are shown~Figs. 2 and 3!. Com-
pression or release in the axial direction produces an increas
decrease of the tensile strain in the radial direction~Fig. 2!. Since
the radial fibrils resist the radial expansion mainly produced
the fluid pressure and flow, the pore pressure scales with the
ness of the fibrils~i.e., the stiffer the fibrils, the higher the por
pressure for a given axial compression!. If the fibril stiffness were
independent of the fibril strain, the pore pressures would be id
tical ~but of opposite signs! for the same increment of compre
sion and release~note that the nonfibrillar matrix is linear an
elastic!. However, since the fibril modulus is actually a line
function of its tensile strain~which follows the same pattern a
that of the radial strain shown in Fig. 2 when the fibrils are
tension!, the fibrils soften in a release situation, resulting in
lower amplitude of the pore pressure in release than in fur
compression~Fig. 3, e.g., the phases ii versus b!. The reduced
pore pressure results in a reduced load~Fig. 1! due to the fact that
the axial stress of the nonfibrillar matrix does not vary much d
ing the transient~Fig. 3!. It is also seen that the transient incr
ment in the radial strain is larger in a release situation as c
pared to that with the same displacement increment in fur
compression~e.g., the phases ii versus b of Fig. 2!, making the
fibrils soften further in a release situation and resulting in an e
stronger asymmetry in the compression-release transient.

Fig. 4 Pore pressures at rÄ7Õ15R extracted by the finite and
small deformation theories, respectively, when the fibril stiffen-
ing with its strain is considered. The material parameters used
are the same for both cases, as shown in the caption of Fig. 1.
The markers ‘‘ Ã’’ identify the curve tips of the shorter peaks.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Finally, it is shown that involving finite deformation has som
impact on the asymmetry when the fibril stiffening is consider
~Fig. 4!. However, there would be little difference between t
pore pressures were the fibril stiffness constant~not shown!.
Therefore the difference in pore pressure shown in Fig. 4 is a
ally a consequence of the fibril stiffening with the strain, which
different in quantity when different theories are employed.

4 Discussion
As demonstrated above, the fibril stiffening accounts for

asymmetric transient response. A particular situation is when
horizontal fibrils are partly in compression, resulting in a very lo
disk stiffness. For example, a compressive radial strain occur
the central part of the disk for a short period of time~part of the
phase c shown in Fig. 2 for the domainr<7/15R! when a large
release is imposed and the previously produced lateral expan
recoils. Then the load transient is very low~the phase c in Fig. 1!
and an irregular pattern~in the load and radial strain! is observed
due to discontinuity of the fibril stiffness at zero fibril strain in th
current model.

The results shown here assume a constant permeability. W
the dependence of permeability on dilatation is observed in o
tests, it has been found that such nonlinearity in permeability d
not contribute to the compression-release asymmetry at the
rent strain levels~the mean axial strain is below 9.6 percent! if
fibril nonlinearity is not involved simultaneously; only with th
presence of fibril nonlinearity does the nonlinearity in permea
ity produce a stronger compression-release asymmetry@10#. That
is, the impact of nonlinear permeability on the asymmetry is sim
lar to that of finite deformation. However, it is presently not cle
if this is true for higher levels of compression~e.g., when the
mean axial strain reaches 30 percent!.

The nonhomogeneous poroelastic model@2#, which considers
the depth varying material properties, has also been employe
simulate the asymmetrical response. As expected, no signifi
difference has been found between the resultant load patterns
dicted by the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous models,
gesting material inhomogeneity along the depth is not essentia
produce the compression/release asymmetry.

This study has proposed an explanation for the experiment
observed asymmetric transient response in compression versu
lease. Since most physiological loads involve repeated applica
of both compression and release phases, this behavior an
model description are of practical importance for cartilage biom
chanical function, evaluation, and physiological response to loa
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